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Abstract- - In  thin paper, we deal wt tha  model for the survival of red blood cells with periodic 
coemelents, 
x (t) = -t~ (t) x (t) + P (t) e -r(t)~(t-~(t)), t >_ O. 
Some new sufficmnt con&tlons are obtained for the existence and global attractlvlty of pomtlve 
penodm solutions of the equation @ 2005 Elsevmr Ltd All rights reserved 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we investigate the following equation, 
ic (t) = -# (t) x (t) + P (t) e -~(t)x(t-~(t)), t >_ O, (1.1) 
where # E C(R +, (0, 1)), P, r E C(R +, (0, oc)) and ~- C C(R +, R +) axe T-perio&c functions 
with 
T = max 7(t) > 0. (1.2) 
t~[0,T] 
For the given initial condition, 
where 
x (s) = ¢ (s), s E [--T, 0], (1.3) 
¢ E U (I-r, 0], R +) and ¢ ~ 0, 
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we can prove that the initial problem (1.1)-(1 3) has a unique nonnegative solution x(t) on [0, co), 
and that x(t) > 0 for t _> ~-. 
For simphcity, we regard a solution of (1.1) as a solution of (1.1)-(1.3). 
A special case of equation (1.1) is the following equation, 
(t) = (t) + Pe  t > O, 0.4) 
where p c (0, 1), r, P, T E (0, oc) are all constants. Equation (1.4) was considered first by 
Wazewska-Czyzewska and Lasota [1] as a model for the survival of red blood cells in an animal, 
see also [2] Here, x(t) denotes the number of red cells at time t, # is the probability of death of 
a red blood cell, P and r are positive constants related to the production of red blood cells per 
unit time, and T is the tmle required to produce a red blood cell. 
One main concern is when the equilibrium x* of (1.4) will become a global attractor of solutions 
defined by "positive initial conditions". There are a number of results that tell us when x* is 
a global attractor, see e.g., [3-5]. Recently, the global attractivity of delay difference quation 
corresponding with (1 4) has been investigated, see, for example, [6,7]. But, it has been hardly 
studied that the existence and global attractivity of positive periodic solution of equation (1.1). 
In this paper, we will devote to investigate the positive periodic solution of (1.1). Sufficient 
conditions will be established for the existence and global attractivity of positive periodic solutions 
of equation (1.1). 
For convenience, we shall summarize below a few concepts and results from [8] 
Let X, Z be normal spaces, L : Dora L C X ~ Z be a linear mapping. The mapping L was 
called a Fredholm mapping of index zero if dim Ker L = codim Im L < oo and Im L is closed in 
Z. If L is a Fredholm mapping of index zero there exist continuous projectors P : X --* X and 
Q : Z -~ Z, such that ImP = KerL, KerQ = ImL =Im (I - Q). The mapping nldomLnKerP : 
Dora L N Ker P -~ Im L is invertible, we denote the inverse of that map by Kp. Let f~ be an open 
bounded subset of X, and N : ~ --* Z be a continuous mapping. The mapping N was called 
L-compact on ~, if QN(~) is bounded and KF( I -  Q)N : (~ ~ Dom L n Ker P is compact. Since 
dim Im Q = dim Ker L, there exists an isomorphism Y :Ira Q -~ Ker L. 
In the proof of our existence theorem below, we will use the continuation theorem of Gaines 
and Mawhim [8] 
LEMMA 1.1. CONTINUATION THEOREM. Let L be a Fredholm mapping of index zero and N be 
L-compact on ~t. Suppose 
(a) For each ~ E (0, 1), every solution of Lx = ;~Nx Is such that x~f~; 
(b) QNx ~ 0 for each x E Of~ N Ker L and 
deg {JQN, f~ N Ker L, 0) ¢ 0. 
Then, the equation Lx = Nx has at least one solution in Dom L N ~. 
Let 
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X = Z = {x(t) e C(R ,R)  I x ( t  ÷T)  = x(t)},  
DomL = {x(t) E X I x (t) e C 1 (R ,R)} ,  
Ilxll = sup Ix (t) l ,  for x e x .  
~c[0,T] 
Then, X and Z are both Banach spaces when they are endowed with the norm Ilxll. Let 
Lx=x,  Nx=-#( t )  x ( t )+P( t )e  -r(t)~(t-~(t)), t>0,  fo rxEX,  (2.1) 
Obviously, 
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1/0  1/o  Px=~ x(t) dt, x•X ,  Qz=~ z(t) dt, z•Z .  (2.2) 
KerL  = {x lx  • DomL,  x • R} ,  
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{ /0 } ImL= z l zeZ ,  z(t) d t=O , 
and L is a Fredholm mapping of index zero. It is easy to show that P and Q are continuous 
projectors, such that Im P = Ker L, Ker Q = Im L = Im (I  - Q). 
THEOREM 2.1. The equation (1.1) has at /east  one positive T-periodic solution 
PROOF. Consider the operator equation, 
Lx = ANx, A E (0, 1), 
that is, 
2 (t) = -~# (t) x (t) + )~P (t) e -'(t)=(t-~(t)), t > O. 
Let x(t) be a positive T-periodic solution of equation (2.3), and that 
(2.3) 
x (t*) = max x ( t ) ,  x ( t , )  = rain x ( t ) .  (2.4) 
tE [0,T] tE [0,T] 
Integrating (2.3) over the interval [0, T], we obtain 
T T /0 .(t)x(t)dr= ]0 (2.5) 
From (2.5), we have 
T i "  
#Tx (t.) <_ Jo it (t) x (t) d t< PT, 
where 
l fo r  # = ~ It(t) dt> O, 
In view of (2.6), we get 
x (t.) < P /# 
Consider the equality, 
t* 
x (t*) = x (t,) + J~. ~ (s) ds. 
There are two possible cases to consider. 
CASE 1. t.  _< t* < t.  + T. 
In this case, we have 
lff 




<x(t,)+,k/. P(s) ds 
f 
t .+T  
<_ x (t.) + P (s) ds 
J r .  
= x (t.) + PT. 
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CASE 2. t ,  2> t*. 
In this case, it follows that t.  - T < t* < t.  and x(t. - T) = x(t.). 
t* 
t* / *  
< x(t.) + / P(s) ds 
Jr. -T 
= x ( t . )  + PT .  
Whatever happens, we have 
x(t*) < x(t.) + PT. 
Substituting (2.7) into (2.8), we obtain 
x (t*) < P/# + PT := B. 
(2.s) 
(2.9) 
In view to 2(t , )  = O, from (2.3), we get 
# (t.) x (t.) = P (t.) e -r(t')~(t'-'(t*)) >Pme -~M~(t'). 
So, 
x (t,) > Pm/NM e-rMx(t*) :> Pm e-rMx(t*), 
where 
Pm= min P ( t ) ,  
teI0,T] 
Substituting (2.9) into (2.10), we have 
~M ~--- max # (t),  
tE [0,T] 
r M = max r (t). 
tE[0,T] 




0 < A <Pm <- P < B. (2.12) 
Let f~ = {x E XIA < x(t) < B}. We will prove that N is L-compact on ~). In fact, 
Kp  : Im L ~ Ker P N Dom L is given by 
In view of X = Z, 
and 
fo lf f Kpz= z(s) ds - -~ jo Jo z(s) dsdt. 
1 ~0 T [--~t(S) X(8)-t- P(s)e -~(~)~(~-'~(~))] ds, QNx = 
fot np (z - Q) nx  = [L-" (s) ~ (~) + p (~) e-r(s)~(s-~(s))j] ds 
1 fT ft [--•(s)x(s)+ P(s) e -r(s)~(s-r(s))] dsdt 
~ Jo Jo 
Clearly, QN, Kp(I  - Q)N are both continuous on ~. It is not difficult to prove that QN((]) 
is bounded on f~ and Kp( I -  Q)N is compact. Hence, L is L-compact on ft. The isomorphism J 
from Im Q into Ker L can be the identity mapping since Im Q = Ker L. 
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From the prior estimate of x(t), ~ verifies the requirement (a) in Lemma 1.1. 
We remark that 
KerL = {x E DomLIx  e R},  
0n = {x E X I x = A or x = B}, 
KerL A~ = {x E R ] A < x < B}. 
For x E Ker L A ~, we have 
lfo  QNz = ~ [-#(t)x + P(t)e-~(t)=]dt 
1 loT  = -#x  + ~ P(t)e-~(t)~dt, 
lfo  QN (A) = -~A + ~ P (t) e -~I~A at 
l f oT  >_ -#A + ~ P (t) e -~MA dt 
> Re - rMB - A 
-~- ~)e - rMB - Prne - rMB > O, 
(2.13) 
since P > Pm and B > A, and 
QN (B) = -~B + ~ P (t) ~-~(~)~ at
< - f i tB  -~ ~)e - r~B 
= -# (P/# + PT) + Pe -~ms < O, 
where rm = minte[0,T] r(t). Therefore, QNx ~ 0 for x E Ker L N 0~. By using the intermediate 
value theorem for continuous function, there exists a point x* E (A, B), such that QNx* = O. 
Finding derivative for x in (2.13), we get 
(Qgx)'  = -# + ~ - r  (t) P (t) e -r(t)= dt < O. 
Thus, QNx is strictly decreasing for x on [A, B]. So, the solution of QNx = 0 is unique in (A, B), 
and deg{QN, Ker L N ~, 0} < 0. 
By now we have proved that ~ satisfies all the requirements in Lemma 1.1. Hence, Lx = Nx 
has at least one T-periodic solution in Dom L A ~, that is, equation (1.1) has at least one positive 
T-periodic solution. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. I 
3. GLOBAL ATTRACTIV ITY  OF  
POSIT IVE  PER IODIC  SOLUTION 
Assume that x(t) is any positive solution of (1.1) and x*(t) is a positive T-periodic solution 
of (1.1), and that 
v (t) = x (t) - x* ( t ) .  
Then, 
Set 
F (u) = p (t) e -r<t)~, for u > 0. 
t>o .  (3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Finding derivative for u in (3.2), we get 
F '  (u) = - r  (t) P (t) e -~(t)~. 
Then, (3.1) can be rewritten as 
9 (t) = -p  (t) y (t) + F (x (t - ~- (t))) - F (x* (t - ~- (t))). (3.3) 
By using Lagrange's intermediate value theorem, we have 
F (x (t - ~- (t))  - F (x* (t - -~ (t))  = F '  (~ (t))  y (t - ~- ( t ) ) ) ) ,  
where  A(t) l ies m between x*( t  - T(t ) )  and x ( t  - r ( t ) )  with  




9 (t) + U (t) y (t) + G (t) y (t - ~- (t)) = 0, (3.6) 
where 
G (t) = r (t) P (t) e -~(t)~(t). (3.7) 
In [9], Tang has already studied a more general delay differential equation than (3 6), 
9 (t) = -~ (t) y (t) + F (t, y (.)), t > 0, (3.8) 
where ~(t) _> 0 is a piecewise continuous function, F(t ,  ¢) is a functional defined for t > 0 and 
¢ E C(t)  with 
c (~) = {¢ e c ([g (t), t], R)},  
where g : [0, oe) --, R is nondecreasmg continuous function, such that g(t) << t for all t _> 0 and 
g ( t ) --* cc as t --* eo. 
Consider the following inequality, 
-Z ( t )M(¢)  <_ F( t ,¢ )  < ~(t )M( -¢ ) ,  for t > 0, ¢ c C( t ) ,  (3.9) 
where M(¢) = max{0, supsa[9(t),t ] ¢(s)). 
It is easy to see that 
¢ (~) _ M (¢), 
for s c [g(t), t]. 
Assume that 
LEMMA 3.1 
-¢  (s) _ M ( -¢ ) ,  (3.10) 
f0 ~ ~ (s) = oo. ds (3.11) 
(See [9, Theorem 2.2].) Assume that (3.9) and (3.11) hold, and that 
l imsup ~(s)  ds < e~. (3.12) 
t-*~ (t) 
Then, every solution of (3.8) tends to zero as t -~ oo. 
Let 
9 (t) = p (t), F (t, y (.)) = -C  (t) y (t - ~ (t)). (3.13) 
Then, (3.8) reduces to (3.6). 
Suppose that g(t) = t - ~'(t) and 4-(t) <_ 1. Then, g(t) satisfies all conditions in Lemma 3.1. 
Clearly, (3.11) is true since #(t) > 0 is a periodic function. 
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From (1.2) and (3.13), we have 
i.e., (3.12) holds. 
Assume that 
/3 (s) ds = # (s) ds < #M ds = #MT < cxg, 
(t) -T(t) -~  
In view of (3 10), for s E It - z-(t), t], 
G (t) </3 = (t). (3.14) 
- /3 (s) M (¢) _ -G  (s) ¢ (s) = F (s, ¢) = G (s) [ -¢  (s)] <_/3 (s) M ( -¢ ) ,  
that  is, (3.9) holds. Then, (3.14) holds provided 
r ( t )  P ( t )  < #( t ) .  (3.15) 
By Lemma 3.1, we can obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that ~(t) <_ 1 and r ( t )P( t )  <_ #(t). 
solution o£ (1.I) is a global attractor 
Then, any positive T-periodic 
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